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the film opened to mixed reviews. asi hi banwa banvi has become a famous marathi

film among all. the film was remade in hindi as three men and a baby starring akshay
kumar, vidya balan and fardeen khan in the same roles. the film was an international

hit and made a lot of money. the indian remake of the film, titled as khatron ke
khiladi, was directed by siddharth anand. ashi hi banwa banwi movie was on the top
position of the top 20 biggest indian box office hits in marathi. it also won the best

debutant director award at the 2011 mumbai international film festival. the film was
produced by macchi film corporation. the film has nana patekar, sachin pilgaonkar,
ashok saraf and radhika apte in lead roles. this film is remade in kannada as four

rowdy fellows and in hindi as three men and a girl. amit datt will play the role of dr.
vidyashankar pai - a resident physician at the hospital where shekhar (sachin

pilgaonkar) works. ashi hi banwa banwi is based on the true story of dr. vidyashankar
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pai. this is a critically acclaimed marathi movie and gained the best reviews of the
year. this is a beautiful, heartfelt, and understated film. pankaj gawai (2016): sanjay
mane's comedy film is a remake of 2007 marathi film baalache baap brahmachaari.
the film is about two friends who have a baby which is unwanted by his parents and

they decide to send it to the u.s. to make money. it stars riteish deshmukh, kunal
khemu, sanjay dutt and ashish chanchlani. this film has won the best marathi film
award at the bengaluru international film festival. namah (2015): this is a marathi

movie directed by anand patwardhan and produced by anand patwardhan and
shekhar khaitan. the film stars anand patwardhan, sameer dharmadhikari, rohan joshi
and sandhya mridul in the lead roles. this film has gained immense fame for its eye-
opening and emotionally-charged tale of a police officer whose life is turned upside

down after getting acquainted with the challenges that come with being a cop in the
city.
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welcome to best book marathi movies , if you are fan of hindi movies you
will love to have this. hindi movies are produced in high quality but those

too have some old movies. so this is the list of best marathi movies on
amazon prime. so there are more than 100 movies. check out the list

below. 1. paying guests (2009):this is one of the best marathi movies on
amazon prime. the movie casts are also decent and the songs are popular.
the movie was remade in hindi too. so if you like watching the hindi version

then you must watch this too. 3. ganjira (2014): marathi movie ganjira,
produced and directed by ganesh acharya, starring subodh bhave, uday
tikekar, shraddha kapoor, and saanvi mukherjee, is based on the life of
satyashray sardeshmukh gawali, who was known as ganjira. it is loosely
based on the life of marathi writer, social reformer and politician uday

khande. 5. sapney (2012):the much-awaited film by nalini jaywant, which
happens to be the remake of marathi movie of the same name, starring

mink brar, kishore kadam, anita devkar, madhuri dixit. my dad asks me to
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watch this film. he wants me to watch his favorite marathi films. so i tell
him to watch this one too. 6. mukta (2011):khushboo and varun dhawan,

anushka sharma and prateik babbar's directorial debut is made in marathi.
it is inspired by a spanish novel of the same name. the movie is about a
young girl named mukta who makes a deal with a devil to prevent her

uncle's murder. she is abducted and made to sign a pact that if she wants
to live, she has to sleep with a man of her choice on a fixed day of the year.
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